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Summary

The celebration of Diwali ,'The festival of lights' came alive at RDIAS on November 06,
2018. The rangoli done by students the previous day added the perfect setting to the
festivity The Institute wore a festive look with bright and sparkling rangoli everywhere
in campus. RDIAS Family members talked about the significance of the festival and
their memories associated with this celebration when they were in school. Besides
sharing their memories few faculty members talked on the sensitive issue of the illeffects of crackers. The celebrations started with :
(a)Treasure Hunt competition where in 7 teams comprising of 5 members each
participated whole heartedly and left no stone unturned to search the entire campus for
cues hidden in different places line under the door mat, trees, water coolers etc. Team
comprising of Ms. Tanuja Saroha, Mr. Anurag Tiruwa, Ms Sakshi Gupta , Ms Khushboo
Bhadoria and Mr. Ravi Prakash Jeewal won the treasure hunt.
(b) The Second game played was Dumb charades - A game in which movies names
were mentioned in the chits. One person was asked to enact which others had to guess. It
was a fun filled event giving way to use imagination in expressing the movie name by
actions only.
(c) The Third activity was Just a Minute Activities where different question and
activities were mentioned in power point presentation and participants had to attempt
those questions or activities like most matching person, words starting with F, Name of
states from hindi synonyms etc. were a few questions asked. The activities was
followed by lunch we believe that a family that eats together stays together.
All in all it was a nice day well spent by RDIAS family member’s and such gathering
brings out the child in them and creates a bonding and festivity to the overall
environment.
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